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About This Game

We want to present a new game in Hidden Object genre called Blue Tear! First of all, I would like to warn all of genre fans, that
this game is not easy even on a minimal difficulty. So, if you are a HOPa hardcore player this game is for you!

Features

35 locations

45 puzzles and mini-games of various difficulty

23 hidden object scenes

intriguing storyline

beautiful art and gorgeous locations

unusual hint system

Voodoo Magic and traveling across time and space

Story

Jessica Loraine was a typical twenty year old when she inherited an old abandoned estate. By then the house had been vacant for
many centuries, and rumors swirled that an ancient curse dwelt inside. Conquering her fears, Jessica and her friends set out to
face the adventure head-on. However, as soon as the group crossed the threshold, the dormant evil inside the estate awakened!

Now all of Jessica’s friends are prisoners in the realm of phantoms. To rescue them, travel to Africa and enlist the help of a kind
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sorcerer and old ancestral spirits. Under their guidance, help the spirits haunting the estate to find peace, assemble the Voodoo
talisman and defeat an evil sorcerer who schemes to gain possession of Jessica’s body.
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Title: Blue Tear
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
MysteryTag
Publisher:
RunServer
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.4 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,German,Korean,Russian
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Terrific game. Loving the addition of a second lead character that you can interact with which is so rare in Hidden Object
Games. You flip flop between the two of them throughout the bulk of the game and also dialogue options such as in classic
adventure games adds extra depth and interactivity for the player. The 'Prince of Persia' theme is beautiful and the visuals are
stunning. I was most pleased that, without any spoliers, there may be more games to come in this series. Please, yes :) The only
fault is that some of the object manipulation tasks are a little easy and there are moments you may feel as if you are just clicking
your mouse to advance the story but the story is so good that I'll be forgiving. Lastly, a few games recently have had a function
whereby you are an alchemist or CSI etc and you have to pickup ingredients for a kit you have to solve a problem. By far this is
the first game where thankfully this is used throughout the whole game. Most others I have played use this function for the first
20 percent of the game and then it is forgotten about in favour of the usual HIdden Object puzzles etc. . Keep doing all these
things so the games feel fresh and exciting and well done for trying something different.. One of the worse free to play's
availabel on steam honestly. The company clearly put no effort in to porting it from ios(mentions tapping in every instruction
and the ui is painfully ios) in addition to being a game that doesnt even deserve ios. It's a 1 on 1 match 3 game in real time with
small monsters that attack using the stones you match. unfortunately, using these attacks can make you unable to match for the
animations which last far too long and the game never bothers to teach you how the second type of attack each monster has
works. May not sound like a lot of issues, but thats the whole game so there isnt a single pro to it.. While an intriguing break
from standard 4X space games, this game lacks the guidance and sophistication that are needed to truly break new ground.
There is no tutorial and the interface gives very little guidance as to what buttons do what and how resources interrelate. Even
the manual (which is a separate download under "User's Guide") only gives descriptions of buttons, not how they work together..
It's amazing that RWS releases their soundtrack for free while other developers and publishers make you pay for them. And
now i can tell what a person with Paranoid schizophrenia hears everyday in their life.. A game that is similar to the way Getting
Over It works, you play, die but can't convince yourself to give up, 'one more try' you tell yourself and you proceed to play
another 2 hours of the game before realising you have been attempting to complete the first level entirely wrong.... A great game
for the price, a very caring developer as well!. The rampant translation errors and lack of any sort of tutorial led me to expect
the worst, but this actually plays pretty well for the first hour or two. The handling is pretty smooth and there's a clever
mechanic whereby hitting zombies gives you nitro, meaning that swerving into as many zombies as possible is often the fastest
way to get around.

Unfortunately, once I unlocked a faster car and got to some of the larger races, I realized there's some incredibly blatant rubber-
banding going on and it absolutely killed the game for me. It's frustrating as hell to get out in the lead in your zippy little sports
car and gun the nitro only to have a hummer zip past you. This alone pretty much ended my interest in the game.

There are some other problems. There are a lot of side missions to do for cash to buy upgrades, but they're all variations on
either hunting artifacts or smashing zombies and it gets old really quickly. There's very little feedback or information (not even
a spedometer) and things are really rough around the edges. For example, the UI may or may not display your objective progress
depending on how it's feeling at that moment.

Honestly, without the rubber banding this would have been a fun if slightly clunky semi-open world zombie-murderin' racer. As
it is, it's just not worth investing the time in completing dull side missions and upgrading your car just to have the game decide
that you should be in third place now.. Slick as hell. 10/10 I love this gritty DK reboot.
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Fun game! Mechanics are solid. Would like to see more variety in weapon types.. Blueberry Garden is more like an experiment
in game mechanics than an actual game. It's seriously weird, and part of the challenge is figuring out exactly what the goal of the
game is.

Blueberry Garden makes for a fun distration for a couple of hours, but it's not a traditional game, and I think many people will
not have the patience for its charms. Definitely try the demo before purchasing.. Awesome VR app! I am enjoy to watch full
360 video contents! High quality videos with neat design, very comfortable for user to explore. Also, they have brilliant idea on
the CSGO Live streaming, it's the BEST part. LOVE it. :). saint sacrament s't'un osti d'bon jeu. The general summary of the plot
(spoiler free) is that you are a relative of a famous artist (your uncle) and when you get to this remote island there are 3 students
there who are girls your age. Your uncle tells you to whip these girls into shape and have them finish their assignment (paint a
particular picture). As time goes on you learn how to motivate each of them along with some character development. You have
3 weeks to do this in game time and that is relevant because much of the content in the novel is repeated as a routine which
takes away from it because of its short length.

Game lasted me about 2 hours and I used the patched adult version just to get all the content out of it. There were very few
choices and the game pace felt very fast. It wasn't bad per say it was just so short and much of the story ended up repeating its
self day in and day out. Definitely buy on sale IMO. There are no "Routes" either the only choice that really felt like it a big
impact was the final choice of the girl you stayed with. There are some choices but they are far and few between and its
difficult to tell if they really have any impact on the ending (but i doubt it).

There were some quirky character elements and some character development but the repetition kind of killed it as your
relationship with the characters just kind of stagnates quickly.

6\/10. Not terrible but below the average bar of a VN for 10$.

If this goes on sale then i'd recommend it as long as your cool with a very short story with few choices. Please note I don't care
about the nudity and eroge so much its just a nice bonus but didn't make the novel any worse or better to me personally but if
the option is free and avaiable i'll take it.. Good RPG. Nice adventures.
The end of the game is beautiful.
Unfortunately there are some bugs, but you can let it go.
You can do all achievements.
And you can get trading cards too.. This is one of the first games I had ever played on computer so I'm biased but I love it. It has
neat quests and a great base story line. I like the RPG quality of distributing stats when leveling and adopting sub classes (not
really, but essentially). The quests given are usually tied to a nearby dungeon where you recover an artifact that perhaps ties into
yet another quest. It's all around really fun to play and the replay value is endless given the random quests and dungeon layouts.
10/10
I don't care about the graphics; it's a good game.. The game concept I've always wanted. The unlimited build/sandbox aspect
rocks. At first I was a little perturbed by the graphics issues but I lowered the detail levels and the game runs pretty well and still
looks good. I've encountered one bug with the arch wall piece where you cannot remove it but other than that I haven't hit any
problems. The biggest critique is that when you scroll over things with your mouse you don't get a text description of them,
which would take some of the guesswork out of building. Additionally, I haven't really figured out how second stories work in
terms of flooring/ceilings. Additionally, I'd say there are some pieces that should be in the game that either aren't, or I've yet to
find them (e.g. corner hallway type pieces). Most of the critiques are probably solved with additional tutorials.. Such a great
puzzle game. It has polished written all over it, except for one tiny thing; the bird controls. You use the mouse to guide your bird
towards treasures and fruit, as well as triggers. But since you view the game from a fixed perspective (not entirely true as you
can rotate and zoom) it's hard to judge if the bird is going to the right place, resulting in clicking the same place more than once,
which is a shame, because that really shouldn't be necessary. Other than that, the puzzles are mostly fun to do (prepare to get
frustrated), the graphics are cute and the sounds get the job done.
Hamilton's Great Adventure is great value for your money.

[Rating: 80/100]. I didn't really enjoy this short demo. It's not well optimized, and the puzzle aspect was more annoying than it
was fun. It also suffers from the same issues as most 3D platformers that I've played... lack of shadows. While your avatar has a
shadow, which helps judging jumps, the environment itself is very flat, in appearance, making it difficult to jump across gaps,
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at times.
The story itself didn't really catch my attention, nor did it really end in a way that makes me want to play more.
The graphics are decent, though the lack of shadows makes it look aged, and the controls were easy enough.
The voice acting was good.

I just feel like it's an average platformer, that didn't really catch my interest.
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